Pioneer Archers Inc.

Purchasing Archery Equipment
Pioneer Archers have a number of contacts within the sport who can supply all your archery
equipment, please consult our club officials for more information.
WARNING: A bow and arrow is considered to be a “Controlled Weapon” under the Weapons
Act 1999 (WA), therefore you must have a lawful reason to be in possession of such
equipment. Provided the equipment is being used in a lawful manner, being a member of an
Archery Club may be considered to be a lawful reason.
The following recurve packages are samples of what can be purchased; the individual components
can be upgraded depending on your requirements and budget. Bow draw weights start at 18lbs and
increase in 2lb steps.
Basic Recurve Package:
Not sure if you’re going to commit to the sport in the long term? Then this is the package for you,
Suitable for beginner archers, both youth and adults.
Complete Bow, String, Arrow Rest, Club Site, Finger Tab, Arm Guard, 12 Arrows – Starting
from $410.00
Intermediate Recurve Packages:
If you are more serious about taking up the sport then these are a good staring packages which will
assist you in achieving your goals and enjoying the sport.
Youth or vertically challenged adults:
Package 1
Mizar/T Rex (23 inch) Riser, Universal Limbs, String, Club Sights, Finger Tab, Armguard,
Arrow Rest, Pressure button and 12 arrows ‐ Starting from $535.00
Package 2
Hoyt Excel (23 Inch) Riser, Universal Limbs, String, Arrow Rest, K‐Sight, Finger Tab, Arm
Guard, Pressure Button and 12 Arrows – Starting From $695.00
Same package with Hoyt Limbs – Starting at $795.00
Suitable for Adults or adult sized Youth:
Package 1
Cartel Phantom (25 Inch) Riser, Phantom Limbs, String, Arrow Rest, K‐Sight, Finger Tab, Arm
Guard, Pressure Button and 12 Arrows – Starting From $670.00
Package 2
Hoyt Horizon (25 Inch) Riser, Universal Limbs, String, Arrow Rest, K‐Sight, Finger Tab, Arm
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Guard, Pressure Button and 12 Arrows – Starting From $795.00
Same package with Hoyt Limbs – Starting at $885.00
There are lots of different options available in the type of bows, the arrows and sights. These
packages provide a starting point to pursing your goals in the sport of Archery. If you would prefer
to use a compound bow then please talk to our club officials.
Note: Hunting bows can be used for target shooting, however they are designed for hunting
and therefore they offer very limited options for achieving good results for recreational or
competitive target shooting.
Shopping via the Internet:
Whilst internet shopping for equipment offers some great deals, you need to know what you are
purchasing and whether the equipment will allow you to progress through the sport and achieve
your goals.
Buyers beware, most archery equipment purchased over the internet does not come set up so you
can start shooting. You need a basic understanding of how arrows have to be matched to the bows
and how all the equipment is matched to the archer. Then how the bow has to be set up so that it
can produce the results you are looking for.
Long gone are the days of nipping out the back cutting down a sapling, plucking your local goose for
a few feathers, twisting a few strands of horse hair together and fashioning a few arrows out of
sticks. Then walking out the back and being able to shot an arrow into the one already in the target.
That only happens in the movies, with some really good special effects.
Have fun with your archery and we will see you on the range.
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